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CONTINUOUS-TIME FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS OF 
MULTIPHASE FLOW IN GROUNDWATER HYDROLOGY 
ZHANGXIN CHEN, College Station, MAGNE ESPEDAL, Bergen, 
RICHARD E . EWING, College Station 
Summary. A nonlinear differential system for describing an air-water system in ground-
water hydrology is given. The system is written in a fractional flow formulation, i.e., in 
terms of a saturation and a global pressure. A continuous-time version of the finite element 
method is developed and analyzed for the approximation of the saturation and pressure. 
The saturation equation is treated by a Galerkin finite element method, while the pressure 
equation is treated by a mixed finite element method. The analysis is carried out first 
for the case where the capillary diffusion coefficient is assumed to be uniformly positive, 
and is then extended to a degenerate case where the diffusion coefficient can be zero. It 
is shown that error estimates of optimal order in the L2-norm and almost optimal order 
in the L°°-norm can be obtained in the nondegenerate case. In the degenerate case we 
consider a regularization of the saturation equation by perturbing the diffusion coefficient. 
The norm of error estimates depends on the severity of the degeneracy in diffusivity, with 
almost optimal order convergence for non-severe degeneracy. Existence and uniqueness of 
the approximate solution is also proven. 
Keywords: mixed method, finite element, compressible flow, porous media, error esti-
mate, air-water system 
AMS classification: 65N30, 76S05 
1 . INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we develop and analyze a finite element procedure for solving the 
following flow equations for an air-water system in groundwater hydrology, a = a, w 
[1], [11], [26]: 
(1 1} d{wasa) + v ^ ^ = ^ x € ftj ( > o, 
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(1-2) ua = -(Vpa-Qag), xeSl,t>0, 
fta 
where ft C 5ftd, d -<J 3 is a porous medium, ip and k are the porosity and absolute 
permeability of the porous system, ga, sa, pa, ua, and /xa are the density, saturation, 
pressure, volumetric velocity, and viscosity of the a-phase, fa is the source/sink term, 
kra is the relative permeability of the a-phase, and g is the gravitational, downward-
pointing, constant vector. The most commonly encountered boundary conditions for 
groundwater reservoir simulation are of first-type and second-type: 
(1.3) Pa=PaD(x,t), a : e . r i , * > 0 , 
(1.4) ua • v = da(x,t), x er2, t > 0, 
where paD and da are given functions, dVt = Ti U T2 with Vi and T2 being disjoint, 
and v is the outer unit normal to dSl. 
In most previous work on the flow simulation in groundwater reservoirs the air-
phase equation is eliminated by the assumption that the air-phase remains essentially 
at atmospheric pressure [21], [23]. This assumption is reasonable in most cases 
because the mobility of air is much larger than that of water, due to the viscosity 
difference between the two fluids. When the air-phase pressure is assumed constant, 
the air-phase mass balance equation is eliminated, and thus only the water-phase 
equation remains. Namely, the Richards equation is used to model the movement 
of water in groundwater reservoirs. However, it provides no information on the 
motion of air. If contaminant transport is the main concern and the contaminant 
can be transported in the air-phase, the air-phase needs to be included to determine 
the advective component of air-phase contaminant transport [5]. Furthermore, the 
dynamic interaction between the air and water phases is also important in vapor 
extraction systems. Hence in these cases the coupled system of nonlinear equations 
for the air-water system must be solved. 
The purpose of this paper is to develop and analyze a finite element procedure 
for approximating the solution of the coupled system of nonlinear equations for 
the air-water system in groundwater hydrology. In the next section we derive a 
fractional flow formulation for equations (1.1)—(1.4). Namely, the flow equations 
and boundary conditions are written in terms of a saturation and a global pressure. 
The fractional flow approach is motivated by petroleum reservoir simulation [6], 
[14]. The main reason for this approach is that efficient numerical methods can be 
devised to take advantage of many physical properties inherent in the flow equations. 
It should be emphasized that petroleum reservoir simulation is very different from 
groundwater reservoir simulation. The flow of two incompressible fluids (e.g., water 
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and oil) is usually considered in the former case, while the air phase is compressible 
in the latter case. Also, in petroleum reservoirs total flux type boundary conditions 
are conveniently imposed and often used, but in groundwater reservoirs boundary 
conditions are usually specified for each fluid as in (1.3) and (1.4) and can be very 
complicated [11]. It turns out that compressibility and various boundary conditions 
complicate error analyses. Indeed, as shown here, if optimality is to be preserved for 
the finite element method under consideration, the standard error argument just fails 
unless we work with higher order time-differentiated forms of mixed finite element 
error equations. 
The weak forms of the pressure-saturation equations are defined in section three. 
Then in section four we introduce a finite element procedure for the saturation and 
pressure equations. The saturation equation is approximated by a finite element 
method, while the pressure equation is treated by a mixed finite element method. It 
is well known that the physical transport dominates the diffusive effects in incom-
pressible flow. In the air-water system studied here, the transport again dominates 
the entire process. Hence it is important to obtain good approximate velocities. 
This motivates the use of the parabolic mixed method, as in [8], [12], and [15], in the 
computation of the pressure and the velocity. Also, due to its convection-dominated 
feature, more efficient approximate procedures should be used to solve the satura-
tion equation. However, since this is the first time to carry out an analysis for the 
present problem, it is of some importance to establish that the standard finite ele-
ment method for this model converges at an asymptotically optimal rate for smooth 
problems. Characteristic Petrov-Galerkin methods based on operator splitting [17], 
transport diffusion methods [27], and other characteristic based methods will be 
considered in forthcoming papers. 
Asymptotical analyses for continuous-time finite element methods are carried out 
first for the case where the capillary diffusion coefficient is assumed to be uniformly 
positive, and then for a degenerate case where the diffusion coefficient vanishes for 
two values of saturation. It is shown that error estimates of optimal order in the 
L2-norm and almost optimal order in the L°°-norm can be obtained for the former 
case; see section five. The analysis for the fully discrete version is more delicate 
than that for the semidiscrete version, and will appear elsewhere. Furthermore, our 
techniques for the treatment of the parabolic mixed finite element method are very 
different from those given in [12] and [15]. 
In the degenerate case we consider a regularization of the saturation equation by 
perturbing the diffusion coefficient to obtain a nondegenerate problem with smooth 
solutions. It is shown that the regularized solutions converge to the original solution 
as the perturbation parameter goes to zero with specific convergence rates given. 
The norm of error estimates depends on the severity of the degeneracy in diffusivity, 
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with almost optimal order convergence for the degeneracy under consideration; see 
section six. 
2 . A FRACTIONAL FLOW FORMULATION 
In addition to (1.1) and (1.2), we impose the customary property that the fluid 
fills the volume: 
(2.1) S a + Sui = l , 
and define the capillary pressure function pc by 
(2.2) Pc(sw) =Pa~Pw> 
Introduce the phase mobilities 
A a = lcra//ia, OL = (2, uJ, 
and the total mobility 
A = Aa + A^. 
To devise our numerical method, as mentioned in the introduction we rewrite (1.1)-
(1.4) in a pressure-saturation formulation. For this, define the global pressure [6] 
with s = sw: 
P=^{Pa+Pw) + ^J 
1 f* \a ~ \w dpc ,c 
(2.3) 
ГPc{S) X = Pw + i (т) (pľҶ0) dÇ' 
where pc(sc) = 0. As usual, assume that ,0a depends on p [6]. Then we define the 
total velocity 
(2.4) u = - * A ( V p - G ( s - p ) ) , 
where 
r>,( \ XaQa + XwQw 
G(s,p) = g. 
Now it can be easily seen that 
(2.5a) uw = qwu + k\aqwVpc - k\aqwQ, 
(2.5b) ua — qau - k\wqaVpc + k\wqaQ, 
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where qa = \a/\, a = a,w, and g = (ga — gw)g. Consequently, 
(2.6) u = ua +uw. 
Equations (1.1) and (1.2) can be manipulated using (2.1)-(2.6) to have the pressure 
equation 
(2.7) v .« = - ^ - t ; i - ( ^ a - ^ + l t a . v l ? a - / a ) , 
and the saturation equation 
dsw 
<p-rjf + V • (qwu + k\aqw(Vpc - g)) 
^ d(p 1 f dgw 
= ~s™~~r <Psw-~r + Uw ' v ^ 
Ot Qw \ Ot 
- / « , ) 
The terms ua • VOa, a = a,w are effectively quadratic in the velocities, which are 
usually small in almost all of the domain [6], [26], and can be neglected. For the 
simplicity of error analysis, we do so below. Also, the water phase is usually assumed 
to be incompressible. Then (2.7) and (2.8) can be simplified. However, we emphasize 
that these assumptions can be easily removed with the techniques presented here. 
After introducing the following notation: 
c(s,p) = -r5-, D(s) = -k\aqw—-
1, 
ga dp as 
ft x fa fw dip 
f(p) = — + 7 7 , a(s) = k\, 
Qa Qw Ot 
fw = — , HsiP) = -k\aqwQ, 
Qw 
equations (2.7) and (2.8) can be now written as 
(2.9) c ( s , p ) ^ + V - u = /(p) , 
(2.10) u = - a ( s ) ( V p - G ( s , p ) ) , 
(2.11) ^ - V • (D(s)Vs - qwu - b(s,p)) = fw - s-£. 
The boundary conditions for the pressure-saturation equations become 
(2.12) p = pD(x,t), xeTx,t>0, 
(2.13) u-v = d(x,t), xeT2,t>0, 
(2.14) s = sD(x,t), xerx,t>0, 
(2.15) (D(s)Vs - qwu - b(s,p)) • v = -dw(x,t), x G T2, t > 0, 
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where SD and PD are the transforms of pwD and paD by (2.2) and (2.3), and d = 
The model is completed by specifying the initial conditions 
(2.16) p(x,0)=p°(x), xen, 
(2.17) s(x,0) = s°(x), xen. 
The later analysis in §5 and §6 is given under a number of assumptions. First, the 
solution is assumed smooth; i.e., the external source terms are smoothly distributed, 
the coefficients are smooth, the boundary and initial data satisfy the compatibility 
condition, and the domain has at least the regularity required for a standard elliptic 
problem to have H2(ffc) -regularity and more if error estimates of order greater than 
one are required. Second, the coefficients a(s), <D, and c(s,p) are assumed bounded 
below positively: 
(2.18) 0 < a* ^ a(s) ^ a* < oo, 
(2.19) 0 < (D* ̂  tp(x) ^ tp* < oo, 
(2.20) 0 < e* ^ c(s,p) ^ c* < oo. 
Finally, the capillary diffusion coefficient D(s) is assumed to satisfy 
(2.21) 0 < D* ^ D(s) ^ D* < oo. 
While the phase mobilities can be zero, the total mobility is always positive [26]. 
The assumptions (2.18)-(2.20) are physically reasonable. Although the reasonable-
ness of the assumption (2.21) is discussed in [14], the diffusion coefficient D(s) can 
be zero in reality. It is for this reason that section seven is devoted to consideration 
of the case where the solution is not required smooth and the assumption (2.21) is 
removed. As a final remark, we mention that for the case where point sources and 
sinks occur in a porous medium, an argument was given in [18] for the incompressible 
miscible displacement problem and can be extended to the present case. 
3. WEAK FORMULATIONS 
To handle the difficulty associated with the inhomogeneous Neumann boundary 
condition (2.13) in the analysis of the mixed finite element method, let d be such that 
d - v = d and introduce the change of variable u = u + d in equations (2.9)-(2.H). 
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Then the homogeneous Neumann boundary condition holds for u. Thus, without 
loss of generality, we assume that d = 0. Let 
H(div,n) = {ve (L2(Q))d: \/-veL2(Q), <1 = 2,3}, 
V = {ve H(div, 0 ) : v • v = 0 on T2}, 
M = {we Hx(n): w = 0 on Vi}. 
The weak form of(2.9)-(2.11) on which the finite element procedure is based is given 
below. Let J = (0, T] (T > 0) is the time interval of interest. The mixed formulation 
for the pressure is defined by seeking a pair of maps {u,p}: J —> V x L2(.D) such 
that 
(3.1a) (a(s)u,v) - (V • v,p) = (G(s,p),v) - (pD,v • v)Ti , \/veV, 
(3.1b) (c(s,p)^) + (V • u,VO = ( / (p) ,^) , W> G L2(ft), 
where a(s) = a ( s ) - 1 , the inner products (•, •) are to be interpreted to be in L2(Q) 
or (L2(Fl))d, as appropriate, and (-,-) r i denotes the duality between H
1/2(Vi) and 
H~i/2(ri). tpj^ w e a ^ form for the saturation s: J -> M + sL> is given by 
(3.2) (<p^ ,v ) + (D(s)Vs - qw(s)u - b(s,p),Wv) 
= [fw - S-Q-IV) ~ (dw,v)T2, Vv e M, 
where the boundary condition (2.15) is used. Finally, to treat the nonzero initial 
conditions imposed on s and p in (2.16) and (2A7), we introduce the following trans-
formations in (3.1) and (3.2): 
s(x, t) = s(x, t) + s°(x), 
p(x,t) =p(x,t)+p°(x), 
u(x, t) = u(x, t) + u°(x), 
where u° = -a(s°)(Vp° - G(s°,p0)) and u = -a(s + s°)(V(p + p°) - G(s + s°,p + 
p0)) — u°(x). Then we have zero initial conditions for s, p, and u. Thus, without loss 
of generality again, we assume that 
(3.3) s°=p° =u° = 0. 
The reason for introducing these transformations to have zero initial conditions is to 
validate equation (5.15) below. 
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4. FINITE ELEMENT PROCEDURES 
Let ft be a polygonal domain. For 0 < hp < 1 and 0 < h < 1, let Thp and Th 
be quasi-regular partitions into elements, say, simplexes, rectangular parallelepipeds, 
and/or prisms. In both partitions, we also need that adjacent elements completely 
share their common edge or face. Let Mh C JV1,00(ft) f l M b e a standard C°-finite 
element space associated with Th such that 
/ \ 1/2 
(4.1) inf \\v-tl>\\l9q^Cl^h%\\v\\l+ltqiK) , O L U ^ o o , 
i>eMh \ „ J 
where /i/< =diam(I^), K £ Th and IMIA^.K is the norm in the Sobolev space Wk>q(K) 
(we omit K when K - ft and \\v\\k}K = IMU,2,K). Also, let Vh x Wh = Vhp x Whj> C 
V x L2(H) be the Raviart-Thomas-Nedelec [28], [24], the Brezzi-Douglas-Fortin-
Marini [3], the Brezzi-Douglas-Marini [4] (if d = 2), the Brezzi-Douglas-Duran-Fortin 
[2] (if d — 3), or the Chen-Douglas [10] mixed finite element space associated with 
the partition Th of index such that the approximation properties below are satisfied: 
(4.2) ^ n f ^ - ^ I K C ^ / i ^ l H I ^ , 0 < r < * ' + l, 
(4.3) m f J I V - ^ - ^ I K C ^ / i ^ H V ^ H ^ , 0 < r O " , 
(4.4) m^ \\w - V| < C^^KM^K) , O ^ r ^ fc**, 
where hP}K =diam(K), K e Thp, \\v\\ = ||v||0, fc** = fc* -f 1 for the first two spaces, 
fc** = fc* for the second two spaces, and both cases are included in the last space. 
We are now in a position to introduce our finite element procedure. 
The continuous-time finite element method is given as follows. The approximation 
procedure for the pressure is defined by the mixed method for a pair of maps {uh,Ph} ' 
J -> Vh x Wh such that 
(4.5a) (a(sh)uh,v) - (V • v,ph) = (G(sh,ph),v) - (PD,V • v)Ti , Vi; G Vh, 
(4.5b) (c(sh,ph)^,il>) + (V • uh,il>) = (/(Pft).VO. W> e Wh, 
where the approximate saturation Sh • J -> Mh + SD is given by 
(ip-ariv) + (D(sh)Vsh -qw(sh)uh -b(sh,Ph)^v) 
(4.6) V dt [ d 
= (jw ~
S^~Q7^V) ~ (d™iv)r2 '
 V v G M>>-
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The initial conditions satisfy 
(4.7a) ph(;0)=01 
(4.7b) 5/l(-,0) = 0, 
(4.7c) uh(;0) = 0. 
We now make a remark about existence and uniqueness of the approximate solu-
tion to the nonlinear system (4.5) and (4.6). Introducing bases in Vh, Wh, and Mh, 
the problem (4.5) can be written in matrix form as 
(4.8a) A(S)U-BP = G(S,P), 
(4.8b) C(5,P)^+£tU = P (P) , 
with P(0) given, where A(S) and C(S,P) are positive definite by (2.18) and (2.20) 
and 5, U, and P are the respective degrees of freedom of Sh,Uh, and ph> Substituting 
the relation 
(4.9) U = A(S)~1BP + A(S)~1G(S, P) , 
into (4.8b), we see that 
d P 
C(5, P ) — + Bl A(S)~lBP + BlA(S)~lG(S, P) = F(P), 
which, in turn, produces the system 
(4.10) i £ = j F l ( P , 5 ) . 
Also, using (4.19), it follows from (4.6) that 
(4.H) ^ = P 2(P,5) , 
with 5(0) given. Now, (4.10) and (4.11) can be treated as a nonlinear system of 
ordinary differential equations for (P, 5), which has a unique solution, at least locally. 
In fact, since we assumed that the coefficients in (4.5) and (4.6) are smooth, the 
vector valued function (Fi,F2) is globally Lipschitz continuous, and the solution 
(P(c),5(r)) exists for all positive time t. 
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5 . ERROR ANALYSIS FOR THE SEMI-DISCRETE SCHEME 
In this section we give a convergence analysis for the finite element procedure (4.5) 
and (4.6). As usual, it is convenient to use an elliptic projection of the solution of 
(2.11) into the finite element space Mh. Let s = sh: J -+ Mh + SD be defined by 
(5.1) {D(s)V(s - s), Vv) + (s - s,v) = 0, Vv e Mh, t G J. 
Set 
(5.2) C = S-Š, £ = Š-Sfc. 
Then it follows from standard results of the finite element method [13], [25], [31] that 
(5.3a) HCl + h\\C\\i < c("£hf+1)\\s\\l+hK) , 
(5.3b) ||Cll0foo<Ch
fc+1(logfc-1)7||s|U+ifOO, 
where 7 = 1 for k = 1 and 7 = 0 for k > 1. The same result applies to the 
time-differentiated forms of (5.1) [33]: 
(5.4) 




As for the analysis of the mixed finite element method, we use the the following 
two projections instead of the elliptic projections introduced in [12] and [15]. So the 
present analysis is different from and simpler than those in [12] and [15]. Each of 
our mixed finite element spaces [2]-[4], [10], [24], [28] has the property that there are 
projection operators 11^: Hl(Sl) -> Vh and Ph = L
2-projection: L2(Q) -+ Wh such 
that 
1/2 
O ^ r < fc* + l, (5.5) | |«-n f c«Kc(53^lK^ 
(5.6) | |V- ( i ; -n f c t ; ) | |<c (5 ;^> | |V-< K ) , 0 < r < ***, 
^ K ' 
(5.7) Ww-P^W^C^hl^MU) , (KrO**, 
^ K ' 
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and (see, e.g., [7], [16]) 
(5.8) (V -(v-Uhv),w)=0, VweWh, 
(5.9) (V -v,w-Phw) = 0, VveVh. 
Set p = Php, u = Uhu, and 
(5.10) a = u — u, /3 = u — uh, 
(5.11) r) = p-p, 0=p-ph. 
Note that, by (3.3) and (4.7), 
(5.12a) <9(x,0)=0, 
(5.12b) f (a , ,0)=0, 
(5.12c) p(x,0)=0. 
Finally, we prove some bounds of the projections s and p. Let s = sh be the 
interpolant of s in Mh. Then we see, by (4.1), (5.3b), and an inverse inequality in 
Mh, that 
PHl,oo ^ | | s - 3 | | i , o o + N | l ,oo 
^ \\S ~ s||l,oo + \\S ~ S||ij00 + ||s||l,oo 
^ Ch~l\\s - S||0,oo + \\S - s||l,oo + | | s | | l | 0 0 
^ C / l " 1 (||S - S||0,oo + ||5 - 5||0,oo) + \\S ~ a| |i f00 + ||s||i,oo 
<C/l f c( l0gh-1r | |5 |U+ i | O O + ||s||i |OO, 
where 7 is given as in (5.3b). This implies that ||s||i,oo is bounded for sufficiently 
smooth solutions since k ^ 1. The same argument applies to ||<9s/d£||i)00. Next, note 
that, by the approximation property of the projection Ph [22], 
||.Pt||o,oo ^ C|M|0,oo. 
These bounds on pt, Vs, and V(ds/dt) are used below. 
We are now ready to prove some results. Below e is a generic positive constant as 
small as we please. 
5.1. Analysis of the mixed method. We first analyze the mixed method (4.5). 
The following error equation is obtained by subtracting (4.5) from (3.1) and applying 
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(5.8) and (5.9): 
(5.13) (a(sh)ß,v) -(V-v, ) = ((a(sh) - a(s))u,v) - (a(sh)a,v) 
+ (G(s,p)-G(sh,ph),v), VveVh, 
.д 
(5.14) (c(sh,ph) — ,ф) +(V-ß,ф) = (f(p) - f(ph),ф) 
((c(sh,ph) - c(s,p))-^,ф) 
(фh,ph)ţt,ф), ЩeWh. 
Lemma 5.1. Let (u,p) and (uh,ph) satisfy (3.1) and (4.5), respectively. Then 
dO. 
(5.15) Әt (0) 4C > 
Proof. (5.15) follows from setting ip = d0/dt at t = 0 in (5.14) and using (3.3) 
and (4.7). 









£{\\ď + PII2 + (i + I f |[ J(W\\2 + IHI2) 
ч§ 
where 
c1=cl( дt L°°(JxП) 
дp 
дi 








~дt L°°(JxQ) )• 
Proof. Differentiate equations (5.13) and (5.14) with respect to t to have 
d/3 \ /„ d6 
(5.17) 
(а(sh)-,v)-(v-v,-) 
= ((а(sh)-а(s))^,v) - ( в W ţ . « ) - ( f ^ M 





(c(S„P,)g?,V>) + ( v . f , v ) 
= ( | ( / ( P ) - / ( P , ) ^ ) - ( | ( S „ P , ) | ^ ) 
+ ((C(sh,ph) -c(5,p))^f,Z/)) + (g-t(c{sh,ph) - C(s,p))^,^) 
- (cishiPh)-^,^) - \^Sh'Ph^lti'V' ^ E Wh' 
Set v = <9/3/<9_ in (5.17) and </> = dO/dt in (5.18) to find that 
<"•> («^„.IK_(<*••» „•„)-£"• 
where 
* - - ( „ < * » . „ ) . 
T . - ( W * , - * ) ) ! . | ) . 
І=I 
_ / ð ö . ð c . дß\ 
T2 = (ð ľ ( s ' p ) -ð ľ ( S f c ' P f c ) 'ð ľ) ' 
T5 = -(^Ы<т,f ), Vðí 
T7=(|(/(p)-/(p,)),f), 
>дc. 
T -( ( i ( S f c ) -f ( s ) Kf)' 
r- = -(' ( " f c ) f_.f?). 
r8 = ( | (c( 5 , ,p,)-c( s ,p)) | , | ) , 
i/ac do d6\ 
T l 0 = - _ l ^ ( S f c ' P f c ) a 7 ' ^ J ' 
T9 = - ( ^ ( 5 , , p , ) ^ , - ) , 
Tn = {{c(sh,ph) -c(s,p)) —,—), Ti2 = -(c(s f c ,p f c ) 
It is easily seen that 
(5.20) i_3| + \n\ ^ a (u\\
2 + IICII2 + | | f f ) + e 
Next, note that 





Tl = 2\a {Sh)m^Tt)-Úa {Sh)d-t0' ath 
so that 
(5.21) |Ti |<CJ l + - i | )||/i||2 + £ 













ðfii-(5.22) |T2| ̂  Ci (U\\
2 + HClI2 + IM|2 + PII2 + I f 








\ft\ + ll^" 1+£ ' ) I ^ K C i ^ + IICIř + l f 
PVKC,(M. + M . + |g|
,
 + |S|'). 
IT.KCitJlíř + IICiP + IMI' 
дß 
дt 
112 + PII2 
+ ||^ lidí дt 
| т 9 K C 1 ( | | | |





2 ||30||2> + 
дt 
дt 0,oo II дt 
lrioKCi(i + 
ðí 0,oo 
<96>i|2 Ĉ W II- \ | | C W 




I-Ы < ^(l l í l l2 + IICII2 + Nl 2 + \\ f + \\ftţ), 
\d2r] ™<*m+my 
Now, integrate (5.19) on t, substitute (5.20)-(5.30) into the resulting inequality, and 
use (2.18) and (2.20) to get the result (5.16). • 
The error equations (5.13) and (5.14) are usually exploited to derive error estimates 
in the parabolic mixed finite element method [8], [15], [22]. To handle the difficulty 
arising from the combination of the Dirichlet boundary condition (1.3) and the non-
linearity of the differential system (2.9)-(2.H), we must use the time-differentiated 
forms (5.17) and (5.18). 
5.2. Analysis of t h e sa turat ion equation. We now turn to analyzing the 
finite element method (4.6). 
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Lemma 5.3. Let s and Sh satisfy (3.2) and (4.6), respectively. Then 
rf || d£, 12 




IICII2 + IHI 2 + IHI 2 + + -^7II J d r 
ð< ð* a* i 




дt 0,oo > 
dт 
+ IICWII2 + IKWII2 + IWOII2 + ll«(t)ll2 + IkWII 2 + IIČWII2 
+ є L 
ť||Ә/Ҙ 
аt 
dт, t Є J, 
where 
C2=°2(Ы дs v-* 
дt 
дt L°°ЏxП)' L-(JXO)' H
V 5 H i o o (-* x n ) ' HuIU-(.řxn))-
P r o o f . Subtraction of (4.6) from (3.2) and use of (5.1) leads to the error 
equation 
(5.32) 
(*%*) + (D(sh)V^Vv) = -(<P^,v) + (C,v) 
- (g«;(s/i)(w - uh)> Vv) + ((g™(s) - M
5 / 0 ) u , Vv) 
+ (b(5,p) - b(sh,Ph), Vv) - ( - ^ ( s - 5/,), V) 
-((Z^(s)-F)( 5 / l ))V5,Vi;), % G M h . 
Take the test function v •= d^/dt in (5.32) and write the resulting equation as follows: 
<5'33> ("•£'£) + 2>M^^ -ZB, + \(%MVM), 
where 
І=I 
*-(<-*£!)• B2 = -(««,(«/.)(«-«/.), V-g-), 
A. = ( (««(«)- ï» ,Ы)tt,V- | ) , Ä, = (b(в,p)-Ь(вfc,Pfc),V-|), 
в5 = -(-|( в- в f c),|), Ő6 = -((ад-oы)v5,v|). 
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It can be easily seen that 





Next, to avoid an apparent loss of a factor /i, we use integration by parts in time to 
see that 
B2 = - ^ (qw(sh)(u - uh), V«f) + (^(*h)(u ~ u f c), VC) 
(qw(sh)-^(u - uh),v^j, + 
so that 
(5.35) 
ŷ * s2 di-l < c2 [II^IOII
2+ 
+{((i+llllL)»v«»2+»''»2+»''»! 




Analogously, we have 







{lK(l)ll2 + IIC(í)ll2 





| ß4dт ^C2{ ^ c 2 I Ш I ľ + IICWIľ + IИOIľ + Ш l ľ 
+ 
(5.37) 
j f (llCII? + IICII 2 + Цö|ľ + IMľ 
lôC| +ы\\+ д n
2 цðш|-
ðíll + l l ð ř l w 
+ є »^")»î+i lllll dт . 
Finally, since 
'3D, v „ , „ , \ /9f , ( f (-Ä)vc, vf) = -(gл'ыve,vc) + (^ЫVЄ.vť) 
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we see that 
(5.38) 
'ӘD дţ l(^(*)vť.vť)|<ft(.+|srj,vť, 
Now, integrate (5.33) on t, substitute (5.33)-(5.38) into the resulting inequality, and 
use (2.19), (2.21), and (5.12b) to get the result (5.31). • 
5.3. L 2 -error es t imates . We now state the main result in this section. Define 
d2p 
* ( * ) = S ^ ( W L ~ ( O l t ; H * " W ) +
 l | d P 
K£Thp 
+ S ^,K:1(llMllL«>(0,tîH
fc* + -(K)) 
K€Thp 





+ 11-̂ -11 ì 
L°°(0,t;Яfc*ҶK)) II <9£2 IІL2(0,ť;Яfc**(K))/ 
L2(0,ť;Я fc*+ҶK))/ 
V *ЄJ. 




Theorem 5.4. Let (u,p, s) and (uh,Ph,Sh) satisfy (3.1), (3.2) and (4.5), (4.6), 
respectively. Then, if the parameters hv and h satisfy 
(5.39) 
we have 
(h-^2 + /Çd/2)(/if+1 + hf + hk+l) .Oas/i-iO, 
\\U - U/I| |L«ҶЈ;L 2(П)) + IІP - P/i|ІL«ҶЈ;L2(П)) 
Iðp ðp л I 
+ дt дt L°°(Ј;L2(fì)) + ||S ~ S/i|ІL«ҶЈ;L
2(П)) 
+ /г | |5-5/ l | | L oc( j ; Я ҷг 2 ) ) + 
дs ӘSҺ 
дi~~дľ L2(J;L2(Q)) Š*V(T), 
where ^ = ^ ( C i , C 2 , T ) . 
P r o o f . Take a (C\ + l)-multiple of (5.31), add the resulting inequality and 
(5.16), and use (5.3)-(5.7) and (5.15) to obtain 
(5.40) 
S(.,r+iv«.,.'+/;(liM!r) 
< C 3 | ^
2 ( í ) + | | í(ť) | | 2 + | | ^ ) l | 2 + ll/3(í)l|2 




2 + llf II2 + l (llĆІIÎ + IIØII 
(І|VÍ||2 + ||/І||2 + |H|2 + 00II-V l i
3 * 2 




where C3 = C3(Ci, C2). In deriving (5.40), we required that the e appearing in (5.31) 
be sufficiently small that ( d 4- l)e ^ 1/2; this increases C2, but not C\. Observe 
that 
r ' l i ^ r 2 (5.41) IIШII2 = f ftШт)\\
2àт < C f U\\2àт + ef 
\dt 
àт-
the same result holds for /3 and 9. Apply (5.40) and (5.41) to see that 
ft(t)f + HíMII? + II/Í(Í)II
2 + \\e(t)\\2 + f ( | | ^ 
(5.42) šCs{*
3{t)+f(\\t\\l + \\0\\ 




2 + IIØ||2 + | | g ľ 2 
+ (||V̂ ||2 + P||2 + |M|2 + 
We now make the induction hypothesis that 
(||Vc;||L~(J;L2(ft)) + ll/?l|L~(J;L2(ft)) 
æ 
дt 
\ / d£ 2 , d0\f n , I 
-£ + bd drr-








L2(J;L°°(П)) <Эť L°°(J;L°°(П)) 
) < C4ď(T). 
Then it follows from the Gronwall lemma that 
||0||L~(J;L2(Q)) + | |/3 | |L~(J;L 2 (Q)) + H ^ H L ^ J ; / / 1 (Q)) 
(5.44) 





where C5 = C5(C1,C2,C4). Now the theorem follows from (5.3)-(5.7) and (5.44). It 
thus remains to prove the induction hypothesis (5.43). Obviously, it holds for t = 0 
from the choices of the approximate initial data. Set 
F(t) = (||V£||L~(0,t;L
2(n)) + ||/?||L~(o,t;L2(n)) + OL O O ( 0 i t i L 2 ( n ) ) + <?(?)) 
(III L2(0,í;L°°(fì)) + 
д 
дt L^ІO^L^ІQ)) ) • 
Since F(t) is continuous in t, there is a t* such that 
F(t) < C±ß(T), 0<t<ť, 
F(t) = C4ď(T), t = ť. 
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We prove that t* = T. Exploiting (5.44) and the inverse inequalities in Mh and Wh 
<Ceh-d'2\ (5.45) 
(5.46) 













d'2 + h-d'2)S2(T), O^t^t*. 
By the relation (5.39), h can be selected to be sufficiently small so that 
F(t*) ^ ^-<?(T). 
Therefore, t* = T; i.e., (5.43) holds. D 
We remark that, if h and hp are of the same order as they tend to zero, then 
(h~d'2 + h-d'2)(h^1 + hf + h*+1) ^ Ch-d'2(hk" + ^ + 1 ) , 
since k** ^ k* + 1. Since k ^ 1, 
h-d/2hk+i _> 0 a s /i _> 0 ? rf -_ 2,3. 
Also, if A;** ^ 2, we see that 
h-d/2hk" _> 0 a s ^ _ > 0 ) d = 2,3. 
Thus, for (5.39) to be satisfied, we assume that k** ^ 2. This excludes the mixed 
finite element spaces of lowest order, i.e., k** = 1. The lowest order case has to be 
treated using different techniques. If the nonlinear coefficients a(s) and c(s,p) in 
(4.5) are projected into the finite element space Wh, the technique developed in [9] 
can be used to handle the lowest order case. We shall not pursue this here. 
5.4. L°°-error es t imates . The main objective of this paper is to establish the 
L2-error estimates given in Theorem 5.4. For completeness, we end this section with 
a statement of L°°-estimates for the errors s — Sh and p — ph in the two-dimensional 
case. 
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T h e o r e m 5.5. Assume that (p,s) and (ph,Sh) satisfy (3.1), (3.2) and (4.5), 
(4.6), respectively, and the parameters hp and h satisfy (5.39). Then 
(5.47) | |p-piJ |Loo ( J ; Loo ( n ) ) ^ C l o g / i -
1 ^ ^ ) + fc***||p|U~u.ti/-.-+i(n)))i 
(5.48) | |5-s f c | |Loo ( J ;Loo (n ) ) ^C( log/ i -
1 ) 7 (c f (T) + /ifc+1||S||LOc(J;Vyfc+1,o0(fi))), 
where C = C(Ci ,C 2 ,T) , 7 = 1 for fc = 1, and 7 = 1/2 for k > 1. 
P r o o f . First, it follows from the approximation property of the projection Ph 
[22] that 
(5.49) lb-P||o,oo < C<*(log/i;1)1/2 | |p|U.-+1 . 
Also, from [22, Lemma 1.2] and (5.13), we see that 
||0||o,oo < C\ogh-l\\a(sh)P + (a(s) - a(sh))u + a(sh)a + (G(sh,ph) - G(s,p))\\, 
so that, by Theorem 5.4, 
| ^ | | L - ( J ; L - ( ^ ) ) ^ C l 0 g / i ; V ( r ) . 
This, together with (5.49), implies (5.47). Finally, apply the embedding inequality 
[30] 
| | f lkoo<C(log/l-1)1 / 2 | | f | |1 , 
(5.3b), and (5.44) to obtain (5.48). D 
6 . A DEGENERATE PROBLEM 
In this section we consider a degenerate case where the diffusion coefficient D(s) 
can be zero. Since the pressure equation is the same as before, we here focus on the 
saturation equation. For simplicity we neglect gravity. Then the saturation equation 
(2.11) can be written as 
(6.1) <D^ - V • (D(s)Vs - qw(s)u) = fw - s ^ , (x, t) G ft x J. 
For technical reasons we only consider the Neumann boundary condition (2.15): 
(6.2a) (D(s)Vs - qw(s)u) • v = -dw(x, t), (x, t) £ dil x J, 
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and the initial condition is given by 
(6.2b) s(x,0) = s°(x), xen, 
where 0 ^ s°(x) ^ 1, x G Ct. We impose the following conditions on the degeneracy 
oiD(s): 
(6.3) D(s) Ž < 
f AM"1, 0^s^ax, 
fa, oti ^ s ^ a 2 , 
[p3\l-s\^, a 2 ^ s ^ l , 
where the /3{ are positive constants and ctj and fij (j = 1,2) satisfy the conditions: 
0 < a i < 1/2 < a2 < 1, 0 < fij ^ 2. 
Difficulties arise when trying to derive error estimates for the approximate solu-
tion of (6.1) and (6.2) with D(s) satisfying the condition (6.3). To get around this 
problem, we consider the perturbed diffusion coefficient DK(s) defined by [19], [29], 
[32] 
DK(s)=max{D(s),^}, 
where K, > 0 and /x = max{/ii, JJL2}. Since the coefficient DK(s) is bounded away from 
zero, the previous error analysis applies to the perturbed problem: 
(6.4a) cp-j^- - V • (DK(sK)VsK - qw(sK)u) = fw - sK-^, (x,t) G ft x J, 
(6.4b) (DK(sK)VsK - qw(sK)u) • v = -dw(x, r), (x, t) G dfl x J, 
(6.4c) sK(x,0) = s°(x), xefl. 
We now state a result on the convergence of sK to 5 as K tends to zero. Its proof 
is given in [19] for the case where dw = 0 and the right-hand side of (6.1) is zero, 
and can be easily extended to the present case. 
Theorem 6.1. Assume that D(s) satisfies (6.3) and there is a constant C* > 0 
such that 
(6.5) C*\qw(Sl) - qw(s2)\
2 ^ (S(s{) - 9(s2)) (*i - s2), 0 ^ sus2 ^ 1, 
W12ЄГЄ 
эд = f/Ж)d£. 
Jo 
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Then there is C independent of K, S, and \x such that 
(6.6) \\S - 5 / C | | Z / 2 + M ( J ; L 2 + / - ( Q ) ) ^ CK. 
As shown in [19], the requirement (6.5) is reasonable. We now consider the 
continuous-time finite element method for (6.4). Let Mh be the standard C° piece-
wise linear polynomial space associated with Th\ due to the roughness of the solution 
to (6.1) and (6.2), no improvements in the asymptotic convergence rates result from 
taking higher order finite element spaces. Also, we extend the domain of DK and qw 
as follows: 
fZMD i f ^ i , 
\p«(-0 iU«o, 
and 
M 0 = 0 , V£G(-oo,0)U( l ,oo) . 
The finite element solution Sh- J —> Mh to (6.4) is given by 
(6.7a) \p~dtL'V) + iD^(sh)^sh - qw(sh)u, Vv) 
= [fw - sh-fa>v) ~ (dw,v)dQ , Vv G Mh, 
(6.7b) 5h(.,0) = ^ 5 ° , 
where S?h is the L2-projection onto Mh- The following theorem states the conver-
gence of Sh to 5. For (6.8) below to be satisfied, we need that the perturbation 
parameter K satisfies the relation K — 0(/iA l) , where Ai is given below. 
Theorem 6.2. Let s and Sh satisfy (6.1), (6.2) and (6.7), respectively, and let 
the hypotheses of Theorem 6.1 be satisfied. Then there is C independent of K, S, 
and fi such that 
(6.8) \\s - sh\\L2+»{J.L2+l>m ^ Ch
x' (logh-1)*2 , 
where Xx = (4 + 2/u)/(2 + 4/i + JJL2) and A2 = /i/((l + fi)(2 + fi)). 
The proof can be carried out as in [20], [29], and [32]; we omit details. 
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